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FROM THE EDITOR : Welcome to 2012.

Enquiries. Trevor Dunn 9744 1591

Please read the Heritage Plant Code of Practice - as it

stands at the present time. Hope to see you all on 5 th Feb. - our next Working Bee; in the meantime
how about some replies [any reply !!!] to questions re traction engine makes; I am sure “ someone ”
must have read our last newsletter ? No email has been received, the telephone remains silent and no
mail received. Until “ any” news arrives keep restoring.

Mal. Grant

24 th FEBRUARY 8 pm.
WEBB ROAD NEW GISBORNE
THOUGHT FOR THIS EDITION:
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Don’t let old age worry you; it rarely lasts very long !
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The Heritage Plant Code of Practice will cover all areas of our hobby. The Heritage Plant Code of Practice
is just one of the twenty one codes being enacted. “ W ork Safe / Work Cover” has been looking at our
hobby for at least ten years and the NHMA will have the opportunity to scrutinise the C.O.P. when it is
released for comment.
Statement on Forthcoming Works, Health & Safety Legislation:
After carefully reading the NHMA Steam Management Committee Update 1: 2011 the NHMA now makes
the following statement:

“ T he Federal Government is currently implementing new Work Health & Safety [W.H.S.] legislation that is
planned for enactment in January 2011. One of the purposes of this legislation is to standardise WHS
throughout Australia.
Safework Australia [a Federal Government agency] is to produce a ‘ Code of Practice ’ title .....
How to Manage Risks Associated with Heritage Plant. It must be realized that there is a wide range of heritage plant, including stationary oil engines, tractors, watercraft, earthmoving equipment and belt driven
equipment, as well as steam plant.
The Government, as part of the Model WHS procedures has recently developed a standard layout for
Codes of Practice that covers ‘ risk management, duties & responsibilities. ’ In other words the NHMA will
need to demonstrate how it complies with the Heritage Plant Code in the matters of risk management ,
training, review of procedures etc. All activities of the NHMA will now be covered by the ‘ Heritage Plant
Code. ’
There will need to be greater vigilance on the part of the NHMA Committee of Management, and the
member clubs with regard to:
Management responsibilities: records & reports
Safety procedures [risk management]:
driving & conduct. inspections.
Documentation; appeals and arbitration,
operator authorization, repairs &
Boiler & plant registration
Training of safety officers and operators of plant.
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At this point of time the Association needs to be patient; wait until the Heritage Plant Code is issued for
public comment and then take the procedure ‘ one step at a time. ’ This whole process may take some
time to evolve; possibly a few years, so there is no need for panic at this stage.
The NHMA Committee of Management wishes to than the NHMA Steam Management Sub - Committee
[with special mention to Gary Barker] for the thought, effort and just plain hard work that has gone into this
project which has now been in progress for about ten years.
Workcover has had our hobby on their radar for some years and it is thought that if our hobby comes under
the Heritage Plant Code, although procedures will need to be reviewed and modified, our group will still
have the hobby under its control. ”
Statement released 8th August 2011
As soon as the ‘ Heritage Plant Code of Practice ’ is open for public comments the NHMA Secretary will
advise all member clubs through normal mail.
Fencing of static tractor displays:
The NHMA is now setting up a sub - committee to address this issue. If there are acceptable ways around
this problem the Association is hopeful that this will come from those with tractors. This committee of five
members, will be known as the NHMA Tractor Sub-Committee of Management.
Kevin

Elphick,

N.S.W.

State

Representative

has

agreed

to

chair

this

committee.

So, here is your opportunity to come up with some positive input.

OUR RALLY
20 th May - Do we need a particular
theme for this event; no not really - we
could say it is the birthday of “ Felicity
Fowler ” - but she still needs a fair bit of
plastic surgery to cover scars from all
those years of neglect - though she is
coming along nicely. However, despite
surgical reconstruction is coming ahead in
leaps and bounds, she would only be too pleased for ALL to see
what has been done already. Bring your steam and oil engines plus any other exhibits to
arrange around our Felicity, she just loves company. All manner of mechanical devices
are more than welcome - more so if there is a particular historical theme.
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HISTORIC STEAM
ENGINE DETAILS
UNKNOWN !

though
a steamer is coming to
Bendigo on that day.
All Enquiries: re vehicle or other
exhibits ... re BENDIGO .............
Norman NETTLETON 0427 535 490
email:
glenmuir@nex.net.au
Bob FELSOVARY 9338 4358 or
0402 110 250
email : felso@bigpond.com

Stationary Engines, Tractors welcome.

FRUSTRATION ????

I really must learn how to spell this word as the past few weeks
have been full of it; especially when just after I wrote “ all lines of communication are open ” - the
telephone refused to work, the computer played up and naturally all repairmen, shops etc. were
either closed for the holidays or repair people weren ’ t returning until 21st Jan. [or close to it].
Yes I realize they need the rest; but for me, I don ’ t need the frustration, the grief and also the
pain of paying out $120 for the Telstra man to come just to fix our line in a matter of minutes !!
Frustration because the Post Office closed for ten days so there was no incoming our indeed
outgoing mail, no emails could be sent or received. I tried reading books but found to my dismay
my eye drops had run out, no doctors appointment available to gain a prescription for days.
Grass needed cutting out in Bullengarook; out I went only to find the battery had gone flat on the
mower [what fool failed to connect the solar charger ?] Someone changed Year 2011 to 2012
and fire crackers were set off to frighten the daylights out of me at midnight when heat wouldn ’ t
allow me to sleep. The club grounds received an old tram - circa 1945 - it was photographed reported on - displayed etc., and I didn ’ t know anything about it.
Frustration when going for a swim at our local pool only to find those aches in my body could not
be relieved in the “ Hot Pool !!! ” because its ’ system had broken down; temperature was around
10 degrees minus when I foolishly jumped in. Frustration because at this time of the year everything seems to go wrong for me plus I just can ’ t think of another word that suits anyway.
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TRACTION ENGINE OWNERS & SPIES
AROUND GISBORNE - IN 1914 Woops ... ! Spies in Gisborne in 1913 / 14: undercover agents reporting to the
“Fatherland ?” Was it so ? Now is your opportunity to cast doubts, aspersions or otherwise
on these statements ! Firstly though; what was a traction engine ? Officially it was a steam
driven engine capable of operating under its own motive power: [well that is my short version!!!]
Why these years in particular ? Ok, there are books in the Public Library in Melbourne - newspaper articles
etc., on the need for all local residents to report to police any suspicious activities in relation to “Enemy
Agents” etc. at outbreak of war plus traction engines had to be registered when used on public roads in
Victoria. It was a time of conflict ! [ Even the Traction Engine Owners were “up-in-arms” - over fees !!! ]
Who in Gisborne would be a “likely Enemy Agent?” in particular who had a traction engine at that time ?
Questions which came some thirty years ago after I had read some articles in the local newspaper the
“Gisborne Gazette” - of 1914 - which was reporting on a “spy;” [not a suspected one !!!].
Oh my God ...; [sorry: “O.M.G.” as my two young grand daughters say]. Yes the “spy” was often seen in
Gisborne - in his motor car - [he didn’t live here, though that didn’t stop the Gazette naming him !!!]
It interested me at the time I “discovered” this information; indeed it has been a constant thought ever since.
So once again - what about those traction engines - well I hasten to add that T. E’s weren’t the only things
being recorded by “authorities !!!” Perhaps luckily today some of those reports are still in existence, albeit
with infuriatingly little detail which now means lots of questions as well.
Victoria’s “Blue Book” - Statistical Records of who had what [1914 era] can be read in the Public Record
Office in North Melbourne - within the pages of information are “Traction Engines” - cars and m / cycles.
Unfortunately nothing to say what were the makes; who owned them ........ etc; but research is continuing.
I have found a person who has recorded some 400 names and addresses of owners, unfortunately though
there are only approximately twenty [20;] makes listed. O.M.G. - what were the makes of those other four
hundred [or 410 ?]. What other information can be gathered, where can it be found ?
The “Steam Register” [that might not be the exact name .............. is held in those same archives in North
Melbourne ..........] I have spent days thumbing through them ......... NOTHING ....; well very little
[actually there are probably two makes listed in their 1914 reports].
FRUSTRATION ..... exasperation .... despair and defeatism are words not worthy of researchers but you
can whisper all of them after leaving the building as time spent without results is time lost !!!!
The BIG question is: are there any books, records or archival areas which might have such information ?
Weeks spent on the internet have brought more frustration ......... despair and ....... ?
OH; IN CASE YOU CONSIDER I REALLY HAVE “GONE OFF THE DEEP END” - because of
CHASING SPIES IN GISBORNE - JUST CONSIDER THIS ............ ;
“our man was arrested in Melbourne during 1914, spent close to five years in Liverpool Internment
Camp [N.S.W.]: he was then ‘repatriated’ back to Germany in 1919.”
More details - including his name - can be found on the internet .... or in National Archives .. but why
oh why can’t I find more about those traction engines ?
TODAY THEY ALL HAVE TO BE ON THE C. P. S. .. [Red Plates] or other registration if used in a
public place.
Mal. Grant
malaud@vic.chariot.net.au
54 283 322
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I AM GLAD MUM & AUNTY FLO
BROUGHT ME & COUSIN ALFIE;
THESE MACHINES ARE SO FAST !
I REALLY WONDER WHAT THEY WILL
BE LIKE WHEN I GROW UP ?

Well my young friend if you can get
along to our Rally on 20 th May .... you
just maybe further amazed at what is
still around.
Perhaps Grandad has a machine
in his shed he would exhibit ?
Contact : Trevor DUNN 9744 1591
INVITATION EVENTS: Jan. 28.

Quambatook Working Harvest Day

Feb. 17 - 19

Seymour Alternative Expo

Feb. 19

Ballan Tractor Pull

OUR NEXT MEETING IS AT ‘ CLUB ROOMS’ - 24th Feb. However; don ’ t over look our
Working Bee at the Grounds on Sunday 5 th Feb. Mowers, whipper snippers etc. will probably be
badly needed ? Due to Public Holidays, lack of communication, personal health issues etc., my
knowledge of what is happening is somewhat “ l acking! ”
One thing that does need attention [as I see it !] is our 2 foot gauge rail, [especially after the
recent “ meeting ” with authorities who could possibly assist / advise ?]
A Membership Drive perhaps ? Ideas always wanted ..... all “ lines of communication ” are open
in the GRANT household.
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Who was ... A. L. CAMPBELL - the Victorian Agent - for CLAYTON STEAM MOTOR WAGONS ?
Was Archibald Lennox CAMPBELL ..... him ?
born Footscray 1901. Birth Reg’n. 3289
Mother:
Eliz. FALL
Father:
Archibald
Died 4th Dec. 1937, at Mentone.
Aged 37, Reg’n. 11477
This is a purely rhetorical question placed here out of historical interest.
Any details of the firm, photographs, advertisements or any matters
pertaining thereto, would undoubtedly be very worthwhile for our
members and readers [apart from the writer !!!]
——————————CLAYTON
STEAM MOTOR WAGONS

This advertisement is presumably from the 1920’s .....
my admission is .............;
I know very little about these machines.
Input of any type - in respect of same - the firm, the vehicles,
where they were built and when they finished etc, would be most welcome; particularly information
on the Melbourne firm .....
A. L. CAMPBELL & CO. PTY. LTD.

The Blue Diamond - official newsletter of the RILEY MOTOR CLUB Inc., their well produced and
interesting production had these two photographs, with an “update” story [around 2009] on the RILEY rail
trolley which had languished for some time after it finished work on the Mt Lyell Railway - Tasmania.
There was a lot of interest when “The Riley” stopped work and was placed “in storage;”- Riley Motor Club
members - Victoria in particular - were intrigued. It now appears the rail car has been restored and is in
care of the Don River Railway.
Tasmania is a great place for tourists the Don River Railway with “The Riley Rail Car” is high on the
agenda for visitors; if we had something similar it might “supplement” our Perry steam locomotive ?

Perhaps a Model T - Ford might be the easiest to begin with; undoubtedly there would be
enough “spare parts” available and with the “Riley Rail Car” as an idea / suggestion, it could be built
reasonably easily; any suggestions ? Of course we would have Insurance, Public Liability etc. to
think about but would this matter even be worth while ?
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The editor apologizes for any errors or omissions - particularly in this edition: he is just a
“ l earner ” and has to catch up on matters. Let me know of any “ Coming Events ” or mistakes.
[ Generally put there deliberately to get you thinking and talking, anyway !!! ].
To all “ New Members” - who have joined; we hope your time with us has been productive, if
you have missed out on anything we sincerely say “ sorry; ” if communication has failed - blame
the editor ; ........ the rest of us though are constantly striving to improve.

WILL ANY
OF THESE
BE AT OUR
RALLY ON
20 TH MAY
2012 ?

`THE GISBORNE VINTAGE
MACHINERY SOCIETY Inc.
Reg. No. A0029842D.
CORRESPONDENCE :
P.O. Box 99 Gisborne 3437

We are off to that ‘ab fab’
[ ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS ]

VINTAGE MACHINERY
RALLY IN gisborne
are you
coming ?
IT REALLY IS A
GREAT DAY

perry lOCOmotive

MINIATURE TRAIN

childrens’ rides

engine display

TRACTION ENGINE

MODEL DISPLAYS
VINTAGE VEHICLES
OTHER INTERESTS !


NO DOGS
PERMITTED ON
GROUNDS.

A GREAT
VARIETY OF
DISPLAYS FOR
EVERYONE.
Enquiries :
Trevor Dunn

9744 1591

20th
May
“STEAM PARK” GISBORNE
2012

Melway Page 197
Map Reference F4

